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 Dec., 1917.] MAN. [Nos. 133-134.
 The author deals with the grammar seriatim, with copious examples. In the
 introduetion he discusses the difficulties of proxnunciation, especially those caused by
 elisions, the inversion of syllables, and the prevalenice of tones. The latter are not
 discriminated in the grammar and vocabulary as printed. There are two sets of
 vocabularies, one classified in subjects, the other alphabetical. Both are English-Sema.
 An interesting section is devoted to the peculiar back-slang of the Sema. In this
 the order of words in a sentence or of syllables in a word is inverted or altered so
 as to make the language meaningless gibberish to anyone niot familiar with the slang.
 This practice causes ilnfinite diversity of speech.
 The book will be exceedingly useful to all who cone into contact with the
 Sema people, and will also be of much interest to the student of Indian linguistics.
 S. H. RAY.
 Russia. Tallgren.
 Collection Tovostinie des Antiquites Prehistoriques de Minoussinsk, con- 134
 servkes chez le Dr. Karl Hedmazn a Vasa. A, M. Tallgren. 4to. 93 pp.
 12 plates. Helsingfors. 1917.
 The author has here largely added to our obligations to him for his fornmer
 work (MAN, 1917, 88). In the presenit publication of the SociHte Finlandaise
 d'Arche,ologie he has giveln a general accounit of the Central Siberian civilisation,
 specially known at Minussinsk; he has summarised the contents of the European
 museums concerning each class of object, and, le gives in French an outline of the
 results of the ilnaccessible Russian Memoirs and a bibliography. All this is from
 first-hand study, by excavatinig in Siberia and visiting museums. We owe much to
 him for thus assisting Western students of archmeologv. The material is so important,
 both as covering a large area of the ancient world, and as lying between the
 Chinese and Western civilisatloiis, that an outline of it is nieeded here, and anyone
 studying the Bronze Age must work over the originial memoir.
 There are first three pages on the history of the collection, and this tells so
 much as to present conditions of archaeology that it cannot be passed over.
 I. P. Tovostine, a native of Yaroslav, set up as a copper-founder nlear Minussinsk;
 a portrait of him here would pass anywhere for an East Coast Scot. He had
 ancient tools continually brought by the peasants to be melted up. but he saved
 them and formed a collection. Various collectors during the last thirty years have
 been supplied with sets of hundreds of objects. Finally over 1.000 bronze., ironj, an(d
 other articles were offered to Helsingfors ; the price was difficuilt; Philadelphia began
 to negotiate ; M. Tallgreni appealed to Finnish magnates ; alnd at last Dr. Hedman
 took the collection for ?220 to ensure keepinog it in Finland. Now, M. Tallgren,
 entruisted with making a scientific cataiogue, has used it as a text for a general
 work on the early hlistory of Central Asia. There are 31 pages on the general
 historic study of the archaeology, 42 pages oln the variouis kinds of objects, a full
 description of plates, and a bibliography.
 The earliest historic point of the steppe dwrellers is the Chitiese mention of
 Khakazes, believed to be Kirgbizes, in 95 B.C., so there is no help in dealing with
 the Bronze Age. Some 40,000 objects of the ancient periods are now in collections,
 of which a summary is given. The three principal regions of early civilisation in.
 the North are the Gulf of Finland, arounid Kasan, anld around Minussiuisk, wlhich is
 equidistatnt from the Etixine and China, from the Arctic and India. In the previous
 catalogue the Kazan anitiquities were described, Here the differences between those
 and the present collection are tabulated. In all the main charaeters there is a sharp
 difference between the Russian and the Siberian products. It is to Chinia, Bactria,
 and Persia that the work of Siberia is nmostly due. For the date of the Bronize Age
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